In 2009, after a long search, he stumbled upon the perfect location for his distillery. This was the basement of a former printing press in London. He wanted to create a distillery that would reflect his love for craft, building and sustainability. He worked closely with the team to design the space and oversee the construction. He wanted to create a space that would feel like a family-owned business, with a warm and inviting atmosphere. The result is a beautiful, well-lit space with natural light and wooden furniture. The distillery is housed in a building that was once part of the printing press, with exposed brick walls and large windows.

In 2010, he started distilling his first batch of gin. The gin is made from a combination of local botanicals, including juniper, coriander, and lavender. The gin is aged in oak barrels, which gives it a smooth, rich flavor. The gin is available in both bottled and canned versions, making it perfect for enjoying at home or on the go.

The distillery has quickly gained a following, with many customers coming from across the city to try the gin. The team is always looking for new ways to innovate and improve, constantly experimenting with different botanicals and aging techniques to create new and exciting flavors. They are committed to sustainability, using only locally sourced ingredients and minimizing waste.

Overall, the distillery is a perfect example of how a passion for craft and sustainability can come together to create something truly special. It's a place where you can enjoy a delicious gin while feeling good about the impact it has on the environment.